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1. MOBILE PHONE POLICY  

 

1.1 Introduction and aims 

 

At The Pingle Academy we recognise that mobile phones, cameras and digital devices are 

now an integral part of our culture and can be of considerable value, particularly in relation 

to personal safety.  They have become an important part of everyday life for our students, 

parents and staff, as well as the wider school community.  

 

However, balanced with this is the need to safeguard children and staff from cyber bullying, 

inappropriate use of the internet and the misuse of social media apps such as TikTok, 

Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook and Twitter (this is not an exhaustive list). 

 

Our policy aims to: 

 

• Promote, and set an example for, safe and responsible mobile phone use. 

• Set clear guidelines for the use of mobile phones for students, staff, parents/carers 

and visitors to the academy. 

• Support the academy's other policies, especially those related to child protection, 

behaviour and IT acceptable use policy. 

 

With the above in mind the academy has taken the decision from 1 September 2022 that 

mobile phones will need to be turned off and out of sight when in the academy for the 

following reasons.  

 

1.2 Behaviour at the academy 

 

We want students to develop socially, as well as academically.  By asking students to have 

their mobile phones turned off and in their bags, we will encourage them to talk to each 

other and to take advantage of the activities the academy offers during social time.  

The change will also help staff keep students safe during the academy day, including those 

issues that arise from cyberbullying.  

 

In addition to both behaviour and safeguarding concerns the effect of banning mobile phones 

from the academy site has been found to have a significant effect on the outcomes of 

students and could equate to an extra week’s schooling over a student’s academic year as 

shown through two separate research studies: 

 

1) Research by Louis-Philippe Beland and Richard Murphy, published by the Centre for 

Economic Performance at the London School of Economics. “Ill Communication: The 

Impact of Mobile Phones on Student Performance” found that after schools/academies 

banned mobile phones, the test scores of students aged 16 improved by 6.4%. The 

economists reckon that this is the “equivalent of adding five days to the school year”.  

2) Research conducted by Beland and Murphy, concluded that a mobile phone ban 

produced improvements in test scores among students, with the lowest-achieving 

students gaining twice as much as average students.  The ban had a greater positive 

impact on students with special education needs and those eligible for free school 

meals, while having no discernible effect on high achievers.  “We found that not only 

did student achievement improve, but also that low-achieving and low income students 

gained the most. We found the impact of banning mobile phones for these students 

was equivalent to an additional hour a week in school, or to increasing the school year 

by five days”. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1.3 Safeguarding 

 

The Department of Education states that, “It is essential that students are safeguarded from 

potentially harmful and inappropriate online material”.  The academy uses filters to make 

sure students cannot access harmful material on academy computers and iPads, however, 

students using mobile phones may be exposed to potentially harmful material without the 

academy being able to protect them or intervene.  

 

1.4 Student wellbeing 

 

There is increasing evidence to suggest that social media sites can have an adverse impact 

on students’ wellbeing and mental health.  In 2017, The Royal Society of Public Health found 

that social media sites inspired feelings of inadequacy and anxiety amongst 11-25 year olds.  
 

2. USE OF MOBILE PHONES BY STUDENTS 

 

2.1 Rationale 

 

Mobile phones are not to be seen or used from the time students enter the academy in the 

morning until the time they leave the academy site at the end of the day.  This includes 

break and lunchtime.  If a student’s mobile phone is used, seen, or heard during these times 

it will be confiscated. 

 

Confiscated phones will be taken to the Support and Guidance room where the mobile phone 

will be stored securely and the name of the student will be recorded. 

 

(Schools are permitted to confiscate phones from pupils under sections 91 and 94 of the 

Education and Inspections Act 2006). 

 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/40/section/94 
 

2.2 Sanctions 

 

The first time in an academic year a student’s mobile phone is confiscated it will be returned 

to the student at the end of the academy day by the Assistant Principal.  

 

Mobile phones will not be returned to brothers, sisters, or friends.  Only a member of the 

academy Leadership Team can authorise the return of a mobile phone.   

 

Students should not be rude or disrespectful to the Support and Guidance member of staff 

in an attempt to get their mobile phone back.  If students are rude to staff in an attempt to 

have their phones returned, they will be sanctioned in accordance with the academy’s 

behaviour policy. 

 

If a student has a mobile phone confiscated on more than two occasions in an academic 

year, the academy may impose more serious sanctions or hold the mobile phone for a longer 

period of time, which will be determined by a member of the Leadership Team. 

 

If a student refuses to hand their mobile phone to a member of staff when requested it will 

be treated as an act of defiance and the student will be sanctioned in line with academy 

behaviour policy. 

 

Whilst students are in academy uniform (for example, on the way to and from the academy) 

mobile phones must not be used for taking photographs/videos without the permission of 

the subject or be involved in cyber bullying or inappropriate communications.  The academy 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/40/section/94


 

 

considers students to be in academy uniform even if ties/blazers etc. are removed or if the 

uniform is covered with a coat, jumper, or other clothing. 

 

The academy reserves the right to act against students involved in any instances of cyber 

bullying if the bullying causes disruption to the running of the academy, distress to students 

or is caused as a result of inappropriate mobile phone use. 

 

2.3 Contacting Parents/Carers 

 

Mobile phones must not be used to contact parents/carers from the time students arrive at 

academy in the morning until they leave the academy site at the end of the day.  In an 

emergency, the academy will allow students to use the academy phone to contact 

parents/carers. 

 

Parents/carers should not contact students on their mobile phones during academy hours 

(8:25am-2:35pm).  Urgent messages can be relayed to students by contacting Reception 

on 01283 216837 or by emailing office.pingle@deferrerstrust.com 

 

2.4 Loss, Theft or Damage 

 

The academy accepts no liability for loss of or damage to the phone whilst on academy 

premises or at any activity organised by the academy.  The mobile phone is, at all times, 

the responsibility of the student. 

 

Students choosing to bring mobile phones into the academy must ensure that phones are as 

secure as possible, including using passwords or pin codes to protect access to the phone’s 

functions. They should be switched off and out of sight by being placed in a student's bag.   

 

The academy accepts no responsibility for mobile phones that are lost, damaged or stolen 

on academy premises or transport, during school visits or trips, or while students are 

travelling to and from school.  

 

2.5 Students in Years 12-13 

 

Students in the The Pingle Sixth Form should have their mobile phones turned off and out 

of sight when on the academy site.  However, they may be used in the Sixth Form Common 

Room during break and lunch times.  Sixth Form students who use their phone elsewhere in 

the academy will be referred to Ms Wilson, Head of Sixth Form.  Repeated instances of non-

compliance with this policy will be dealt with on an individual basis. 

 

2.6 Academy Trips and visits 

 

A trip leader may authorise the use of mobile phones and headphones on long coach 

journeys. However, they should only be used to listen to music, they may not be used for 

communication purposes or to photograph or video other students.  Staff may authorise the 

use of mobile phones to take photos of points of interest whilst on a trip.  Staff may ask 

students to contact one another to relay important information in an emergency.  

 

2.7 Use of Headphones/Earbuds 

 

Headphones are subject to the same rules as mobile phones. 

 

2.8 Smart Watches 

 

If smart watches are used for communication purposes, they will be confiscated in line with 

the policy.  

mailto:office.pingle@deferrerstrust.com


 

 

2.9 Medical Conditions 

 

Students who require use of their mobile phones for specific medical conditions, confirmed 

to the academy in writing, will be given an exemption card and allowed to use their mobile 

phone to monitor readings, e.g. in the case of diabetes. 

 

3. USE OF MOBILE PHONES BY STAFF 

 

3.1  Rationale 

 

Staff members (including volunteers and students on placement) may bring mobile phones 

onto the academy site on the understanding that the device:  

 

• Is used only in the staffroom, outside of the academy gate, or in office spaces when 

no students are present. 

• Only used during break times and at either end of the academy day.  

• When off-site, designated members of the group will have a mobile phone available 

for emergency contact with the academy, with each other or with the emergency 

services.  In this context, phones will not be used to make or receive personal calls.  

• Personal mobile phones must not be used to take photos of students except in very 

exceptional circumstances when permission from a senior leader must been sought 

and granted in advance and the image erased as soon as possible in the presence of a 

work colleague.  

• Teachers who use a personal mobile phone, outside of the academy day, to exchange 

information with parents must do so with extreme caution. Teachers are strongly 

discouraged from doing so. The above information is shared with new staff members 

as part of the induction process.  

 

3.2 Sanctions 

 

Staff that fail to adhere to this policy may face disciplinary action.  See the academy’s staff 

disciplinary policy for more information.  
 

3.3 Use of mobile phone for work purposes 

 

In some circumstances, it may be appropriate for staff to use personal mobile phones for 

work. Such circumstances may include, but are not limited to: 

 

• emergency evacuations 

• supervising off-site trips 

• supervising residential visits 

 

3.4 Data Protection 

 

Staff must not use their personal mobile phones to process personal data, or any other 

confidential academy information.  

 

4. USE OF MOBILE PHONES BY PARENTS/CARERS, VOLUNTEERS AND VISITORS 

 

4.1 Rationale 

 

Visitors may bring mobile phones on to the academy site but are asked to switch them off 

and place them out-of-sight until they leave exiting the site.  This information will be 

delivered as part of the signing in process at Reception in a way that makes clear our 

safeguarding priorities.  



 

 

 

Visitors found to be using their phones in contravention of this guidance will initially be 

reminded of the policy.   

 

A policy summary is available for staff to share with visitors.  This ensures that the message 

is consistent and unequivocal where possible, all visitors are made aware of the mobile 

phone policy in advance either through written or verbal communication (for parents/carers 

this may be in transition information, Principal’s letters, academy newsletters, letters inviting 

parents/carers to meetings, open evenings, etc.) 

 

5. MONITORING AND REVIEW 
 

The academy is committed to ensuring that this policy has a positive impact of students’ 

education, behaviour and welfare.  When reviewing the policy, the acadey will take into 

account: 

 

• feedback from parents and students 

• feedback from teachers 

• records of behaviour and safeguarding incidents 

• relevant advice from the Department for Education, the local authority or other 

relevant organisations 

 

 

  



 

 

Appendix 1: Template mobile phone information slip for visitors 
 

 

Use of mobile phones in our academy 

 

Please keep your mobile phone on silent/vibrate while on the academy grounds. 

Please do not use phones where students are present.  If you must use your phone, you may go 

to the academy staff room. 

 

Do not take photos or recordings of students (unless it is your own child), or staff. 

 

Do not use your phone in lessons, or when working with students. 

 

The academy accepts no responsibility for phones that are lost, damaged or stolen while you are 

on the academy grounds. 

 

A full copy of our mobile phone policy is available from our website. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Use of mobile phones in our academy 

 

Please keep your mobile phone on silent/vibrate while on the academy grounds. 

 

Please do not use phones where students are present.  If you must use your phone, you may go 

to the academy staff room. 

 

Do not take photos or recordings of students (unless it is your own child), or staff. 

 

Do not use your phone in lessons, or when working with students. 

 

The academy accepts no responsibility for phones that are lost, damaged or stolen while you are 

on the academy grounds. 

 

A full copy of our mobile phone policy is available from our website. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Use of mobile phones in our academy 

 

Please keep your mobile phone on silent/vibrate while on the academy grounds. 

 

Please do not use phones where students are present.  If you must use your phone, you may go 

to the academy staff room. 

 

Do not take photos or recordings of students (unless it is your own child), or staff. 

 

Do not use your phone in lessons, or when working with students. 

 

The academy accepts no responsibility for phones that are lost, damaged or stolen while you are 

on the academy grounds. 

 

A full copy of our mobile phone policy is available from our website. 

 


